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QUESTION 1

Which three statements about fitter and contract are true? (Choose three.) 

A. A contract can be consumed and provided by as many EPGs as are needed by the network design. 

B. A fitter can be used by multiple contracts. 

C. A fitter contains groups of IP subnet 

D. A contract can be consumed by a single EPG 

E. A contract can be provided by a single EPG 

F. A filter contains EtherType, IP protocol, TCP flags, and Layer 4 ports. 

Correct Answer: ABF 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three statements about logical, resolved, and concrete model in Cisco ACI are true? (Choose three.) 

A. Objects in the resolved model are read-only objects that are used to pass the configuration object from the Cisco
APIC to the needed switches. 

B. Objects in the concrete model are concrete real objects that are configured by a user. 

C. Objects in the logical model are read/write objects that are configured by a user. 

D. iNXOS consumes objects from the concrete model to program switch hardware with the needed networking
construct, such as vlan or vrf. 

E. iNXOS consumes objects from the resolved model to program switch hardware with the needed networking
construct, such as vlan or vrf. 

F. NXOS consumes objects from the logical model to program switch hardware with the needed networking construct,
such as vlan or vrf. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true regarding Tenant Bridge Domain ARP forwarding modes? (Choose two.) 

A. ARP flooding occurs only within the encapsulation VLANs. 

B. ACI Fabric can team up to a million end points if ARP flooding is not configured. 

C. ARP handing is enabled by default which means unicast routing is used to forward the ARP packet. 

D. ARP handling is disabled by default which means unicast routing is used to forward the ARP packet 
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E. ARP flooding must be configured if internal hosts are using an external IP gateway 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 4

Wh.ch two statements about the Cisco ACl distributed gateway are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Endpoints attached to a leaf always find their gateway locally on the attached leaf. 

B. The routing function of the SVl is performed on the leaf in the Northstar ASIC. 

C. Endpoint mobility is restricted to a specific port on a specific leaf. 

D. The routing function of the SVl is performed on the leaf in the Trident 2 Broadcom ASIC. 

E. Gateway is represented as a SVl. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which messaging protocol is used by the vPC peers to communicate with each other? 

A. LLDP 

B. CFS 

C. ZMQ 

D. VPCT 

Correct Answer: D 
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